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Question Categories to Expect
ln general, the test questions tend to fall into just a few categories. By becoming familiar with these areas, you can
more quickly understand what you're being asked. Also, you'll be more comfortable with the test format and able to
work faster. As with all testing strategies, it is essential to practice recognizing the question types before the test.

A brief analysis of these questions types follows.

Questions About Rhetoric
Most of the questions on the test are of this type and test your ability to understandhow langgage works in each passage.
These questions ask you to analyze the syntolc (sentence structure and word order), diction (word choice), point of view,
and figurative language and its effects. Your mere recognition of these elements is not enough; you must be able to un-
derstand precisely how and why the devices ofrhetorjc produce particular effects.

Here are some of the ways this question type may be worded on the test:

r The shift in point of view has the effect of . . .
r The syntax of lines _ to _ seryes to . . .
r Which of tire following choices best describes what ,,_', synrbolizes?
r The second sentence is unified by metaphorical references to . . .
r As lines - and - are constructed, "_" is parallel to which of the following?
r The ar-rtecedent for " " is . . .
r The third sentence remains coherent because of the use of . . .
I The phrase "_" has the effect of . . .
r The style of the passflge can best be characterized as . . .
I The sentence (( " is chiefly remarkable for its . . .

Questions About the Author's Meaning and purpose
These question types also appear frequently on the test. They measure youl ability to interpret the author's theme, mean-
ing, or purpose. As with the rhetorical questions, these questions arc closely tied to specific word choices; however, now
you must detetmine wfty the au&or chooses the wording, not what effect it produces. These questions demonstrate the
understanding of the author's thematic reason for choosing certain phrases.

Here are some of the ways this question type may be worded:

r Wrich of the following best identifies the meaning of *_"?

r which of the following best describes the author's purpose in the last sentence?
I The main ptupose of " " is to make clear. . . .
r The author emphasizes "_" in order to . . .
r The sympathy refened to in line _ is calied ,,_" because it . . .
I What is the function of ?
r By "-," the author most probably means . . .
r ln context, which of the following meanings are contained in .. "? ,
r ln the commentary in the second footnote, flre author's primary purpose is most likely . . .

Questions About the Main ldea
These questions also appeal quite frequently; they test your understanding of the author's ideas, attitude. and tone, To pre
pare for these questions, pataphrase everything that you lead. Filst" make youlself practice this skill in writing-Iitemlly
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write down an author's point in a sentence or two. After such practice, you'll be abie to do it internally while you read,
and you'lI have greater comprehension.

Herre are some of tlre ways tlrese questions may be worded:

r Ttie theme of the second paragraph is . . .
r The speaker's attitude is best described as one of . . .
I The speaker interests the audience by stressing the idea that . . .
r It can be infened fiom the description of - that which of the following qualities are valued by the author?
I ln context, the sentence " " is best interpreted as which of the following?
r The atmosphere is one of . . .
I Which of the following would the author be LEAST likely to encourage?
r which of the following is true about the various assertions made in the passage?
r All of the following ideas may be found in the passage EXCEPT . . .
r Which of the following can be inferred from the author's documentation?

Questions About Organization and Structure
Appearing less frequently than the f,rst tluee question types. these questions test your ability to perceive how the passage
is organized. For example, you need to know if the passage follows a compare/contrast structue or if it gives a a6linition
followed by examples' Other passages may be organized around descriptive statements that then lead to a generalization.
These methods are just a few of the ones an author may use to organize ideas. You also need to understand 5ow the struc-
ture of the passage works; For example, you must know lrow one paragraph relates to another paragraph or how a single
sentence works within a paragraph.

Here are some of the ways this question type may be worded:

r The quotation "_" signals a shift from . . .
r The speaker's mention of " " is appropriate to the development of her argument by . . .
r The type of argument employed by the author is most similar to which of the following?
r The speaker describes _ in an orderbest described as moving from . . .
r The relationship between - and - is explained primarily by the use of which of the following?
I The author's discussion depends on which of the following structures?
r Which of the following best describes the function of the third paragraph in relation to the preceding two?

Questions About Rhetorical Modes
You should expect only a few questions of this type on the test. These questions ask you to identify and recognize the
various rhetorical modes that authors use. You must know the difference between narration, description, argutentation.
and exposition. Understandingwhy a particular mode is effective for the author's ideas is also helofut.

Here are some of the ways these questions may be worded:

r The pattern of exposition exemplified in the passage can best be described as . . .
r The author's use of description is appropriate because . . .
r Which of the foliowing best describes the author's method?
r Because the author uses expository format, he is able to . . .
I The speaker's rhetorical strategy is to . . .
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